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InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

inventsomething@live.com

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

10-12-14 Mandy Miles Sunday Citizen Key West she wants... 

PO is not about mail if it was iMail would be given to Apple 

with $1 Trillion to convert the USPS to iMail. 

10-12-14 PO should be given to Apple for iMail, Mandy can 

start writing this article tonight... grin!! 

10-12-14 Mandy Miles Sunday Citizen Key West she wants... to 

get one, like iMail given to Apple by the 1984 II Numb Nuts 

Dictators... grin!! 

10-12-14 Mandy Miles Sunday Citizen Key West she wants... 

Homeland Security to stop the murders by scanning the 

Home... Who gave Homeland Security the name but not the 

"1984 II" Big Brother Orders to scan for this? 

"School officials release names of 2 child victims in New York 

quadruple killing" Fox News GUILDERLAND, N.Y. - Two young 

brothers found slain with their parents last week in a 

suburban Albany home are being described by their 

principal as "kind, gentle and joyful" boys. 

Sunday, October 12, 2014 2:25 PM
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10-12-14 Mandy Miles Sunday Citizen Key West "Why in the 

World are 49-cent postage stamps still a part of our lives? 

Same reason gasoline cars are Mandy, our 1984 II Numb 

Nuts Dictators! "No wonder the PO is hemorrhaging cash... 

Mandy knows but is prohibited from writing the cash comes 

from $777 Trillion in Gas Station Hold Up by Yale Grads + 

Vets like McCain $$$ "Their blaming technology instead of 

embracing it... Mandy, they gave the laster guided car to the 

Navy Fighter Jets, yes laster guided scooter in Key West since 

forever, was kill so others would get killed. McCain and the 

Yale Grads know they have killed a lot of people suppressing 

laster guided cars, trucks, bikes! Hell No you can not use 

Homeland Security to scan for Breast Cancer or the flu... 

McCain killed off or paid off all the Yale MD's when Teddy 

Kennedy was still alive. Mandy, she wants... the post office to 

scan your mail... no more stamps. Post Office takes a picture 

of your mail, Mandy missed this! Mandy went on and on 

about the Post Office. Nothing about over paying PO workers 

at double what Mandy makes and managers at all PO get 

$100K. Nothing to do with the PO everything to do with the 

ElectricWindmill? Car and Homeland Security not scanning 

for 10 mm breast tumors. MD's get $1 Trillion a year in kick 

backs for going along with the gasoline... fire bombing cop 

cars via Bush, its poisonous exhaust. Remember cold-hearted 

MD's who own Nursing Homes let you fall asleep on the toilet 

as a seat belt would be harming your rights! Sick MD's! 

10-12-14 Mandy Miles Sunday Citizen Key West she wants... 

PO to scan mail with no more stamps even if it cost more. 

10-12-14 Back from China, (Mandy) comes down with a 

lung disease... Pollution in China hits 20 times safe limit. A 

thick haze of smog has descended on parts of northern 

China, pushing pollution to more than 20 times what the 
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China, pushing pollution to more than 20 times what the 

World Health Organization considers a safe limit. The heavy 

smog reduced visibility in some areas to such an extent 

Friday that highways were closed and residents were warned 

to stay indoors. 

10-12-14 Back from Glasgow, (Mandy) comes down with a 

lung disease... Pollution in Glasgow causes 300 premature 

deaths per year. The city council report reveals air pollution 

as the cause of 300 premature deaths in the city each year. 

That means pollution in Glasgow is now 15 times deadlier 

than violent crime. 

10-12-14 Vietnam War's North Vietnam Generals scrap the 

masses for a BP Oil Swiss Bank Account. This will cause a 

civil War when Leaked by Greg Lovestars... Scrap metal from 

used ships polluting Vietnam environment. The Vietnamese 

Ministry of Natural Resources and the Environment allows 

enterprises and individuals to import used ships for scrap 

steel. Environmentalists say it's causing pollution. Vietnam 

Net 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escorts coming off the 

Hanoi Assembly Lines... North Vietnam Generals could not 

pass up $777 Trillion in a Swiss Bank Account... sick! Greed is 

the #1 reason why the Navy sank the JFK Super Shuttle 

Trains! And the PO doesn't have laser guided mail. 

10-12-14 Sunday Washington Times; "Exclusive: Feds take 

jobs from disabled Americans, send them to Central"... Jim 

McElhatton and Jim McElhatton, Quin Hillyer 

10-12-14 m McElhatton and Jim McElhatton, Quin Hillyer 

know about the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escorts 

coming off the Hanoi Assembly Lines. Washington Times 

owner and editors know too! Sick! 

10-12-14 Norway foreign minister: $5.4B pledged for Gaza. 

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry shakes hands with Qatari 

Foreign Minister Khalid bin Mohammad Al Attiyah in Cairo, 

Egypt, Sunday, Oct. 12, 2014, during the Gaza Donor 
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Egypt, Sunday, Oct. 12, 2014, during the Gaza Donor 

Conference. Yale Gaza Medical School pledged for Gaza. 

Built on a Eiffel Tower Structure of course... and Elite 

Medical MD will come out of this Eiffel Tower. 

10-12-14 I would call this Edison research the iWife... as his 

wife inspired 1K inventions looking into her eyes. I hope 

these invention research Doctors look at the iWife first! The 

Undiscovered World of Thomas Edison 

Historians, sorting through a treasure trove of Edison's 

papers, are discovering revealing details that enrich our 

portrait of one of America's most accomplished inventors 

Kathleen McAuliffe 

When an associate asked Thomas Alva Edison about the 

secret to his talent for invention, the plainspoken Edison 

retorted, "Genius is hard work, stick-to-itiveness, and 

common sense." 

http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/1995/12/the-

undiscovered-world-of-thomas-edison/305880/?

google_editors_picks=true

"There's still more!" his colleague said imploringly. 

"Although [the rest of us] know quite a lot . . . and worked 

hard, we couldn't invent . . . as you did." 

What Edison never seemed to grasp was that his "common 

sense" was exceedingly uncommon--freakish, really. More 

patents were issued to him than have been issued to any 
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patents were issued to him than have been issued to any 

other single person in U.S. history: 1,093. But Edison's 

towering status reflects more than his extraordinary 

productivity. He created things that transformed our world--

among them the phonograph, the motion-picture camera, 

and the incandescent light bulb. And he made substantial 

contributions to numerous technologies, including 

telegraphy, telephone communications, and several business 

procedures. 

Yet, in the six decades since the inventor's death, little 

serious writing has been done about Edison's remarkable 

genius for invention. In the words of the historian Keith 

Nier, "He is actually one of the least well known of all famous 

people, and much of what everybody thinks they know about 

him is no more reliable than a fairy tale." 

Nier is one of eight historians at Rutgers University and at 

the Edison National Historic Site, in West Orange, New 

Jersey, who are now trying to set the record straight. The 

team, headed by Robert Rosenberg, is in the process of 

editing and publishing selected documents from the 

inventor's life's work. The scale of their endeavor is virtually 

unprecedented in the history of technology and science. 

What is now known as the Edison Papers Project started in 

1978, when archivists estimated that the inventor's estate 

included just over a million pages of documents. Having 

been told that the contents had been "loosely organized" by 

previous archivists, the Edison Papers staff expected to have 

chosen the documents for a highly selective microfilm 

edition within a decade, after which a still more selective 

book edition would be completed. 

Alas, organization, like beauty, turns out to be in the eye of 
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Alas, organization, like beauty, turns out to be in the eye of 

the beholder. "It was a big mess," recalls the associate 

director of the project, Thomas Jeffrey, remembering his 

dismay at seeing for the first time the documents housed at 

the extensive industrial complex that makes up the Edison 

National Historic Site. Dusty stacks of papers--many 

seemingly untouched since Edison's death--sprouted as 

haphazardly as weeds across the space. Jeffrey, who had been 

hired to make the initial selection for the microfilm edition, 

instead found himself leading a scouting expedition. "We 

went from building to building, room to room, drawer to 

drawer," he recalls. "It took us more than a year just to get to 

the end of the paper trail, and when we added up the 

numbers in our inventory, we were shocked." 

The collection turned out to include at least four million 

pages, and quite possibly as many as five million. According 

to Jeffrey's most recent estimate, publishing a representative 

sample of the inventor's work in both a microfilm edition 

and a printed edition of fifteen to twenty volumes could take 

until 2015. (To date the team has published more than 

250,000 pages of documents on microfilm and three 

enormous printed volumes, and has begun preparing for 

electronic publication.) 

Now, seventeen years into the project, the historians have 

become so intimately acquainted with their subject that, as 

Rosenberg half guiltily admits, "we've become spies inside his 

mind." All are acutely aware of their unique privilege. In 

many instances they are the first people since the inventor's 

death to gaze on laboratory records, early drafts of patent 

applications, letters, photos of models, and other telling 

memorabilia. 
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Luckily for posterity, the process by which Edison invented is 

documented in exquisite detail in a series of 3,500 

notebooks. The researchers unabashedly compare his 

fecundity of ideas to Leonardo da Vinci's. The notebooks are 

filled with fascinating observations and insights--many 

pertaining to unrelated projects, in a seeming free flow of 

associations. Consecutive sketches--some rough and crude, 

others executed with the exactitude of a draftsman--traverse 

a vast spectrum of technologies. 

10-11-14 Yale Power Outage lead to Mecca + Allah getting a 

Windfall + Godsend of $777 Trillion $$$ 

10-11-14 Yale Medical School Power Outage lead to 

Homeland Security not checking for "Sick" passengers on Day 

One because "Burn Unit" MD's made $1 Trillion from Bush 

fire Bombing Cop Cars + SUV's. MD Dash Cam iApps... 

10-11-14 Yale Medical School Professor U.N. Secretary 

General since 1980... 1980 ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 

too... 

10-11-14 UN Ki-moon is a war criminal. Oil-rich people have 

killed millions. UN in NYC will be rebuilt as a Yale Medical 

School. If a Yale Medical School Professor was U.N. Secretary 

General since 1980 Kennedy + Carter would have failed to 

suppress the ElectricWindmillFord Escort! 

We need Bill Gates Bankrupt and MacBook Air + Pro given 

away free along with the 1 Trillion Cans of "H" @ -254 C as 

no one should let a Microsoft Server monitor 1 Trillion Cans 

of "H" at -254 C 
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of "H" at -254 C 

10-11-14 "As U.S. Steps Up Fight, J.F.K. Begins Screening 

Passengers for Ebola" By MARC SANTORA NY Times the NY 

Times will have to make a "correction" for not reporting all 

the decades and millions dead from Homeland Security Not 

Scanning for "Sick" people and 10 mm breast cancer! 

10-11-14 Yale community were unable to access websites and 

email throughout Thursday evening due to a power outage. 

Beginning at approximately 6:30 p.m., all websites powered 

through yale.edu — including EliApps and Classes*v2 —

appeared to have crashed. By approximately 3:45 a.m. on 

Friday, however, service appeared to have been restored. 

10-10-14 Nobel Prize has been awarded to... Siri 2015 Model 

that is laser guided + motion detection guided! 

10-10-14 Strategy... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. Freedom Tower 

NYC will be a Yale Medical School, were Med Students are 

paid as much or more than Cadets at West Point Today. 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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